
Terminal Hint File
1 puzzle per page.



Seating Chart:

1. The first thing in the box that should be done is to figure out who sits in which

airline seat.

2. Use the directions on the seating chart to put each person in their correct seat.



Country and Number Grid

Puzzle (on white sheet of paper)

1. The victim was secretly working for one of the countries on this grid.

2. Use each of the rules to eliminate which countries it could not be.

3. Once you have determined which country, scan the luggage tag and enter

the name of the country.



Sheet of Numbers Puzzle:

1. Now that you have unlocked the luggage tag (using the name of the country the

victim was working for) you should see a graphic featuring the country flag as

well as 6 numbers.  You will need the sheet of random numbers for this.

2. Count how many times each of the numbers appear on the sheet.

3. The numbers above the flag graphic give you the proper order.  Once you have

the count for each of the numbers listed, put them together and compare to the

Watch List.  You should have the correct ID number for one of the people listed

which is the victim’s real name.



iPad unlock:

1. Once you have determined the victim’s real name, you can unlock his iPad.

2. What you find on the victim’s iPad gives you a hint about the next puzzle.  He

mentions the “key to the world” and the Frankenstein text.  This refers to the red

business card and the page of text taken from Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein.



Frankenstein Book Cover:

1. The two seemingly identical documents give you a specific fact about the poison

that was used to kill the victim.  Based on the characteristics of the four

mentioned, you should be able to determine which of the toxins is to blame.  Scan

the QR code and enter the name of the toxin.

2. This unlocks a graphic that gives you certain values for each symbol found on the

red business card (The Key to the World-seen on the opposite side).

3. Once you have each of the values, plug them in to the symbol order on the card.

You will get two sets of directions that reference the page of text from

Frankenstein.

4. Find the line and word mentioned on the Frankenstein book page to eliminate

one of the suspects.



Battleship Key

1. Once you have the name of the toxin that killed the victim, you can use its

chemical compound to unlock the file.

2. Type in each letter of the compound as it appears from le� to right.

3. Use the file that is unlocked with the grid containing all of the passenger

professions.

4. Mark each coordinate noted on the battleship key.

5. The 3 suspects that are completely marked out can be eliminated as suspects.



Memos to John Rufus:

1. You will find two seemingly identical memos.  One has a coffee stain.  One

doesn’t.  However, they aren’t identical.

2. Find the differences and use those to create a sentence that gives you a clue

about the origin of the toxin used to kill the victim.



The Wolf:  False Routes #1 and #2:

1. Using the Top Secret false routes and the map, start in Madrid and follow each

set of directions until you end up at your destination. You will also need the

airplane grid filled with letters for this.  Find the square on the black and white

grid that corresponds to the end destination on each false route.  Determine

which passenger was sitting in that seat and eliminate them.  Each false route

will eliminate one person.

2. Example: If the directions were N 2 Clicks and W 1 Click you go up two from

Madrid then one over to the le�. This would put you on the square marked with a

C and it would be on the top half which is under the 1, So you get C1. This would

eliminate the person in that seat.



Napkin:

1. Look at the way the airplane is pointing.  That tells you which way to read the

napkin.

2. Starting in the upper le� corner, read in a clockwise direction, moving inward as

you go.

3. You can eliminate two suspects with the information gained from this.


